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I. INTRODUCTION

A particle filter is a Montecarlo-based method suitable for predicting future states of non-linear systems with non-Gaussian noise. It is based on a set of samples of the state where each individual sample is called particle. These particles are weighted according to the real measure of the state in order to estimate the future state of the system. Particle filter is widely used in numerous applications ranging from prediction of failures [1] and prognosis [2] to object tracking [3]. Nevertheless, it is a very computationally expensive approach since it requires many resources to generate a huge number of particles, to evaluate them and to assign an appropriated weight to each one of them. However, its main bottleneck lies in the particle weights assignment since due to the sequential execution every particle has to wait for the others before the beginning of the resampling stage (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Basic particle filter flowchart.

Furthermore, there are other decisive factors which have a huge influence over their implementation dependent on the kind of application. The most important ones are execution time, precision and consumption. In this work we propose a novel design which deals with all those issues making the particle filter adaptive for concrete application requirements.

The execution time is an important factor when the application demands a high processing speed to avoid malfunctions in real time. Particle filters are inherently sequential; consequently their execution time depends on the number of particles \( N \), latency \( L \) -which represents the time wasted to process the first particle- and clock frequency \( f_{\text{CLK}} \) (1).

\[
 t_{\text{execution}} = (2 \cdot N + L - 1) \cdot \frac{1}{f_{\text{CLK}}} \tag{1}
\]

We propose to distribute the total number of particles into \( K \) different modules to reduce the execution time maintaining the same precision. All modules work in parallel splitting among them the total number of particles. Therefore, in this case, the execution time will be minimized as remarks the equation given by (2).

\[
 t_{\text{execution}} = \left( 2 \cdot \frac{N}{K} + L - 1 \right) \cdot \frac{1}{f_{\text{CLK}}} \tag{2}
\]

There is a wide background concerned with how a particle filter can be parallelized through splitting the filter in different modules. In that case it is important to note that, for maintaining the Montecarlo philosophy, modules cannot be completely independent, so they must share some kind of information (i.e. particles). On the one hand, each module can evaluate a group of particles in order to generate a “big particle” which will be weighted. Therefore, each module has its own weight and the particle exchanging is carried out during the resampling stage [4]. Other alternative is shown in [5] whereas each module has a fixed number of particles and the same pairs of particles are always exchanged. On the other hand, a little more different option is presented in [6] since authors explain a specific resampling stage based on a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.

II. THE ADAPTIVE HARDWARE PARALLEL PARTICLE FILTER (AHP-PF)

Our proposal goes further since we propose an Adaptive Hardware Parallel Particle Filter (AHP-PF). An AHP-PF includes a hardware reconfigurable mechanism to adapt the parallelization to different application requirements during run-time. The need to implement the filter with real parallelism makes a hardware implementation better than a software one. Moreover, we have to assure that precision and consumption are suitable according to these application claims. Therefore the filter has to be able to adapt itself taking into account which is the most important factor for the application scope. This filter adaptation is achieved by adjusting its internal structure varying the number of required modules and their sizes. Thus, if we want to increase the execution speed and, at the same time maintain the accuracy of the algorithm, a module composed of \( N/2 \) particles should be substituted by two others composed of \( N/4 \) since when using more modules the execution time is reduced as demonstrated in (2). On the other hand if, at a given moment, precision is not the priority, the filter should remove some modules to simplify the algorithm execution and consequently consume less power (Fig. 2).
A case study has to be defined in order to test the proposed method. Therefore, we have decided to focus our work on the object tracking field in order to incorporate our future system to autonomous driving application. However, this method could be applied to other fields related with signal prediction such as fault diagnosis or life cycle forecasting.

Our proposal for object tracking is to implement a HW/SW co-design mainly composed of a Raspberry Pi and a Xilinx FPGA (Fig. 3).

The Raspberry Pi will be in charge of the image processing taking advance of its Graphics Processor Unit (GPU) included in its Broadcom BCM2835 System-on-Chip (SoC). A Raspicam camera is also employed to capture the images which will be analyzed using OpenCV in the GPU. Using the information provided by the camera the GPU has to be able to detect a specific object in real time. In this previous stage, the object will be defined by a given color and the tracking algorithm has to find that color on the received image in order to calculate the object centroid \((x_c, y_c)\).

In contrast, the particle filter implementation will be carried out in a Virtex 5 FPGA to take advantage of its hardware resources. The Raspberry Pi Central Processor Unit (CPU) will send the \((x_c, y_c)\) coordinates to the FPGA using the I2C protocol. That position will be processed in the FPGA applying the particle filter in order to estimate the object trajectory. The predicted trajectory \((x^*, y^*)\) will be sent back from the FPGA to the Raspberry Pi since the object centroid and the predicted position will be displayed -overlapped with the image- on the monitor.

The filter adaptation is a complex task since it requires a thorough analysis in order to determine the additional information necessary to reconfigure the particle filter in consonance with the current situation. That reconfiguration implies the modification of the internal structure of the particle filter in order to adjust its number of modules and their sizes according to the demanded requirements. Those needs depend on the kind of the application. Perhaps, in our case it is not enough to focus only on the target object but also we aim to analyze the image in depth in order to extract additional information. For instance, if we can realize that there are many obstacles in the whole image, a more accurate prediction could be necessary; therefore we need to increase the number of particles and to add more modules. In contrast, if we are able to detect that the target is moving quickly, the real time requirements will be more critical so we have to split the particle filter into more modules to accelerate its execution.
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